Welcome to the

ccNSO TechDay

ICANN San Juan
2007-06-28
Draft Agenda  - Morning Session

09:30  Welcome and Introduction - (E Lisse)
09:45  Introduction to the Host ccTLD Setup (.PR)
10:15  Keynote - Estonia and Beyond (B Woodcock)
11:00  Discussion
11:10  Break
11:40  Anycast Setup is Easy (O Filip)
12:00  DNSSEC for Gynaecologists (D Conrad)
12:20  DNSSEC Training at RIPE NCC (A Meulenkamp)
12:40  .NZ Pilot Benchmark Project (N Griffin)
Draft Agenda - Afternoon Session

13:00  Lunch (Need Sponsor)

14:00  Introduction to DNS Concepts (E Lisse)
14:30  Setup of DNS on Linux (Practical, TechWg)
16:00  Break
16:30  CoCCA Registry/Registrar Packages (G Miller)
17:00  Wrap-Up (E Lisse)

20:00  Speakers’ Dinner (Need Sponsor)